CMA CGM, headed by Rodolphe Saadé, is a worldwide leading shipping and logistics group, offering turnkey adapted solutions.

Employing over 110,000 staff members worldwide, the Group is present on all five continents through its 755 offices, in more than 160 countries, serving 420 ports with a fleet of more than 500 vessels.

Today, CMA CGM presents global solutions for the transport of goods. Our maritime, inland and logistics options are conceived to provide our clients with turnkey transport solutions, in alignment with their needs.

Since its creation, CMA CGM’s goal is to constantly reinvent shipping, by always looking for better solutions, while respecting the environment.
Moving your shipment from origin to destination often requires using multiple modes of transportation. That's why we are proud to offer CMA CGM Intermodal, a comprehensive door-to-door and eco-friendly inland solution combining train, barge and truck for seamless continental connections.

DISCOVER OUR SUSTAINABLE DOOR-TO-DOOR SOLUTIONS

Optimize your supply chain performance while focusing on your core business functions thanks to our CMA CGM intermodal solutions.

Eco-friendly solutions to reduce your carbon footprint

› Dedicated block trains and barges to reduce carbon footprint.
› Routes optimization for a congestion-free transport solution.
› Prioritization of eco-friendly transport modes.

Dedicated team of experts to ensure you peace of mind

› One single point of contact handles your complete shipment.
› Intermodal expert teams around the world.
› Tailor-made solutions in respond to your specific requirements.

Worldwide group support for operational excellence

› Equipment availability on all continents.
› Ramp / Inland depot offer.
› Reliable and highly efficient inland transport providers.
› Cargo loading priority.
As a leading car manufacturer, reducing our carbon footprint makes up the basis of our environmental policy. Therefore, it was important for us to work with a reliable transport provider who shares the same values of sustainability. CMA CGM was not only able to expertly advise us of how to reduce our supply chain carbon footprint, they also helped us improve our overall business performance by reducing costs and moving freight faster.

Anthony, automotive sales manager - France

Using CMA CGM for intermodal transportation allows us to maintain a seamless flow from the time the goods leave the factory until the time they reach our customer’s door. Their “One Stop Shop” service is truly excellent! From proper paperwork, customs issues, freight rates to container tracking, our International shipments are handled by professionals dedicated to providing the highest level of personal service.

Luis, agricultural products exporter - Mexico
CMA CGM Intermodal provides a global coverage thanks to worldwide land-based infrastructures (trains, barges and trucks) for dedicated and regional connections. With 438 inland terminals and 755 agencies worldwide, we can reach nearly every local market in the world.

- **7.3 MILLION**: TEUs transported by intermodal in 2019
- **70%**: By mass transport: trains and barges
- **438**: inland terminals
- **755**: agencies worldwide

**CMA CGM, A WORLDWIDE INTERMODAL EXPERT**
MORE INFORMATION ON
www.cma-cgm.com/products-services/multimodal-solutions

CONTACT YOUR USUAL SALES REPRESENTATIVE